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NOTIFICATION: DSB ToTV/uToTV UAT release on 

25 September 2019 

 

   

Audience: All DSB Users 

 

Notification details: 

 

Users will be able to access updated ToTV/uToTV functionality in the DBS’s UAT 

environment on 25 September 2019. The update will support the following GitHub 

items: 

 

   a) No-deal Brexit related changes 

   As communicated in August 2019 in the revised DSB UK ToTV/UToTV 

specification, 

      1. GitHub 25: Following FCA’s clarification on the concept of ToTV in the UK here, 

the DSB will be using ‘Relevant Competent Authority’ field instead of 

          ‘MIC Country’ in order to determine which instruments are ToTV in the UK from 

FCA FIRDS. 

      2. GitHub 26: The DSB will be adding support for the FCA Transparency System 
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(FITRS). The updated DSB json schema that includes FCA Transparency 

          was published on 2 September 2019, please see here. Please note that 

Transparency data available in the DSB’s UAT environment reflects the data 

          made available from FCA FITRS test environment. 

 

   b) General ToTV/uToTV changes 

      3. GitHub 27: A code fix for uToTV flag in ToTV File Download for the specific 

scenario described in GitHub 27. Please note that the fix will ensure 

          correctness of the uToTV flag in ToTV file download data going forwards, the 

historical ToTV files will not be re-loaded. 

  

        

Action Required: 

 

ToTV/uToTV DSB users that require access to the DSB’s ToTV v2 record (with UK 

data in the event of a no-deal Brexit) are asked to test the updated solution in UAT for 

all 3 items above. 

DSB users only interested in EU ToTV/uToTV data are asked to test the updated 

solution in UAT for the last item only (GitHub 27).   

There is no action to those not using the DSB’s ToTV/uToTV service. 

  

 

Background: 

 

As a reminder, in the event of the UK leaving the EU without an implementation 

period, the FCA will be replacing the ESMA FIRDS and FITRS systems for the UK. 

The DSB will be adding support for FCA data contingent on the FCA systems going 

live. 

The DSB’s UK ToTV/uToTV solution inclusive of FCA Reference Data has been 

available in UAT for user testing since 18 March 2019. 

The DSB welcomes continued feedback on its ToTV/uToTV service. Please send all 
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feedback to technical.support@anna-dsb.com. 
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